Secure Platform
for Corporate Communications and Teamwork

| Secure Platform for Corporate Communications

CYBRUS is a highly secure communication platform for teamwork,
chats, audio and video calls, conferences, file sharing –
all in one window and completely secure.

| Platform features
High security. User data is always safe, transmitted
through encrypted channels and stored encrypted. A
variety of additional options is designed to increases
protection against interceptions and leaks.

Rich feature set. All kinds of communication and
collaboration features and secure file storage combined
in a single application that runs on desktop and mobile
devices.

Easy management. Centralized control of all data
transmission and storage processes in the system along
with user settings and permissions.

| Competitive Benefits
Collaboration
features

High-grade
security

Basic
features

| Threat Prevention Model
CYBRUS creates the independent communication network with
restricted access and unified security perimeter to address:
data interception attempts
intentional actions of insiders
uncontrolled data leakage
staff inattentiveness
loss or theft of devices
contingencies
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| Data Protection Levels
CYBRUS protects data at all stages of data
transfer and storage:
Network channels

1

The network traffic of all communications between users
and all connections between users and servers are
encrypted.

User’s devices

2

Client applications encrypt information on users’ devices
and only the sender and the final recipient have access to
this data.

Server

3

User data is stored on the server as well as on laptops,
tablets and smartphones in the encrypted form.

| Centralized Control and Settings
CYBRUS allows to strictly control data transfers and storage:

Contact lists of users
Security settings
User access rights
Locations and devices of
connections
User permissions and roles
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| Wide range of options to enhance protection
Compliance with corporate standards
CYBRUS settings are fully customizable and
encryption is modular to meet the needs of teams
with strict security regulations.

Control of sent messages and files
Any sent message can be deleted or edited. The
message will be changed or deleted at the
recipient's side respectively.

Block and emergency protection options Auto
lock, auto logout and special options protect data
when emergency measures are needed.

Moderation of chats and conferences
In group chats and conferences, moderators can
delete messages, manage settings and moderate
communications.

| System Administration
Users’ settings management
The system allows to assign security settings for
each user or for a group of users.

Account and data access control
When an employee retires, the administrator
can block his or her account and limit access to
locally stored files and chats on employee’s
phone and computer.

Control of active sessions
If a user connects to the system with an
unknown device, the administrator can
disconnect and block the account remotely.

| Security and reliability
CYBRUS is a corporate communications system,
developed and designed to meet the needs of all companies:
Security. User data is stored encrypted on
the own company server. The system is
flexible and allows to entrust encryption
keys management either to users
themselves, or to the administrator, who can
assign and control the keys centrally.
Fault tolerance. CYBRUS can be deployed on
a server cluster. It guarantees the system’s
perfect operation in case of failure of one of
the servers.
Stability. The system is designed to operate
with high loads and large user base.

| Deploying CYBRUS
CYBRUS is a client-server software.
Easy installation on the company’s
server, in the cloud or in a data
center.
Client applications support
Windows, Mac OS, Linux, Android
and iOS.
Centralized management of all
users and system security.
Integrations with AD/LDAP, SIP PBX,
and monitoring agents.
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Contact us

+7 495 150 55 95
contact@cybrus.ru

www.cybrus.ru/en/

